
The Only Reversible Folding Walkramp Available 

The SidekicK allows drivers to safely access the trailer 
during deliveries by attaching to the trailer floor or side-door 
platforms with standard hook attachments. Constructed from 
casted magnesium, it features a reversible panel design that 
doubles the life of the walkramp and panels.

Safe Access for Drivers at the 
Side-Door of a Trailer

Ergonomic
Side handles are built in, 
making transportation and 
deployment easier and safer.

Easy to Maneuver
The compact design allows 
for efficient movement around 
parking lots, through crowded 
alleys and in curbside deliveries.

Versatile
Drivers can attach the ramp 
either to the trailer floor or to a 
side door platform.

SidekicK™ Folding Walkramp
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SidekicK™ Folding Walkramp

Improve safety and productivity with the industry’s only reversible folding walkramp 

§ Drivers are able to exit with the walkramp parallel to the trailer

§ Double the ramp’s lifecycle with the ability to turn panels over when one side wears down

§ Large wheels improve performance and maneuverability

§ Materials: casted magnesium grating, 6061 T6 side rails and steel bolted fastener

DEPLOYED SPECIFICATIONS
NOMINAL 

RAMP LENGTH 
USABLE 
WIDTH

RAMP
WIDTH

RAMP 
HEIGHT

RECOMMENDED 
DECK HEIGHT

APPROXIMATE
WEIGHT

LOAD
CAPACITY

24 1/2” 161 1/2” 25 7/8” 4 5/8” 47” - 56” 154 lbs. 1000 lbs.*

* Load tests were conducted with a 400 lbs. load and 250 lbs. driver.

OPTIONAL ENCLOSURE SPECIFICATIONS
WIDTH & HEIGHT 

ENCLOSURE BODY
WIDTH & HEIGHT

AT DOOR
APPROXIMATE

WEIGHT

31” W x 10 1/2” H 32 1/2” W x 12 3/4” H 222 lbs.




